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Abstract
The one-loop renormalization-group equations (RGEs) running behavior of quark
and lepton mass matrices with general structures are studied simultaneously. Suppose
the non-linear terms of RGEs are dominated by the Yukawa couplings of top quark
and τ lepton, the unitary matrices that diagonalize the mass matrices of up-type quark
and charged lepton in Hermitian basis are found as invariant with energy scale. Based
on this result, we can decouple the RGEs and obtain the RGE corrected mass matrices
of fermion. As examples, we consider the renormalization-group evolution of fermion
matrices with four or five texture zeros and of lepton mass matrices which realize the
tribimaximal mixing.
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1 Introduction
Flavor is one of the most important open questions in particle physics. In the standard model
(SM), the Higgs mechanism that generate masses for gauge bosons and charged fermions can
not predict the values of fermion masses and mixing angles. To seek the dynamics of mass
generation, one should appeal to new physics beyond the SM which is expected to appear at
high scale. Phenomenologically, a less ambitious goal is to devise some predictable textures
of fermion mass matrices from experimental data. Then the mass textures might provide
some hints of the flavor symmetry or new mass generation.
When the proposed mass textures are confronted with the experimental data at low
energies, it is worthwhile to explore how the relevant parameters change via RGEs. There
are two equivalent ways to consider the RGE running effects. The first one is extracting the
masses and mixing angles from mass matrices with some special structures at a high scale,
and then running these physical quantities down to the low scale via the relevant RGEs;
another way is evolving the mass matrices directly, and then calculating the masses and
mixing angles from the modified mass matrices at the low scale. Here we adopt the second
approach since it has the advantage of showing how the original mass matrices are modified
by RGE running effects. But one has to diagonalize a more complicated mass matrices
to obtain the physical quantities if the hypothetical structures are not stable against RGE
running. If a specific mass texture that is compatible with all experimental data at low
energy scale are unchanged after RGE running effect are taken in account, it might be a
candidate of the true pattern of fermion mass matrices at hight scale. Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
have considered how the textures of fermion mass matrices are spoiled by the RGE running
effect in a approximative way. In this work, we find a more exact method and consider the
renormalization-group evolution of quark and lepton mass matrices with general structures
simultaneously, since their RGEs are entangled with each other. The result might be helpful
in understanding flavor physics beyond the standard electroweak model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, In section 2, we universally derive the
RGE-corrected mass matrices of fermion, where both Dirac and Majorana neutrinos are
considered. Section 3 and 4 is devoted to some particular examples. Finally, we summarize
our main results in section 5.
2
2 Renormalization-group evolution of the fermion mass
matrices
2.1 The case of Dirac neutrinos
After spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry, the fermion mass terms in SM and
MSSM are given by
LSM ⊃
v√
2
u¯LYuuR +
v√
2
d¯LYudR +
v√
2
ν¯LYννR +
v√
2
l¯LYllR + h.c. ,
LMSSM ⊃
v sin β√
2
u¯LYuuR +
v cos β√
2
d¯LYudR +
v sin β√
2
ν¯LYννR +
v cos β√
2
l¯LYllR + h.c. , (1)
where Yf with f = u, d, ν, l are Yukawa matrices, tan β is the ratio of Higgs vacuum expec-
tation values and v = 246 GeV. The differential form of the one-loop renormalization-group
equations of Dirac fermion mass matrices are given by [6, 7]
16pi2
dMu
dt
=
[
αu +
3
2
(
bYuY
†
u + cYdY
†
d
)]
Mu ,
16pi2
dMd
dt
=
[
αd +
3
2
(
cYuY
†
u + bYdY
†
d
)]
Md ,
16pi2
dMν
dt
=
[
αν +
3
2
(
bYνY
†
ν + cYlY
†
l
)]
Mν ,
16pi2
dMl
dt
=
[
αl +
3
2
(
cYνY
†
ν + bYlY
†
l
)]
Ml . (2)
where t ≡ ln (µ/ΛEW) with µ being the renormalization energy scale and ΛEW being the
electroweak energy scale, Mf with f = u, d, ν, l are mass matrices. In the framework of the
SM
b = 1 , c = −1 ,
αu = −
17
20
g21 −
9
4
g22 − 8g23 +RSM ,
αd = −
1
4
g21 −
9
4
g22 − 8g23 +RSM ,
αν = −
9
20
g21 −
9
4
g22 +RSM ,
αl = −
9
4
g21 −
9
4
g22 +RSM , (3)
3
with RSM = Tr
(
3YuY
†
u + 3YdY
†
d + YνY
†
ν + YlY
†
l
)
. In framework of the minimal supersym-
metry standard model (MSSM)
b = 2 , c =
2
3
,
αu = −
13
15
g21 − 3g22 −
16
3
g22 + Tr
(
3YuY
†
u + YνY
†
ν
)
,
αd = −
7
15
g21 − 3g22 −
16
3
g22 + Tr
(
3YdY
†
d + YlY
†
l
)
,
αν = −
3
5
g21 − 3g22 + Tr
(
3YuY
†
u + YνY
†
ν
)
,
αl = −
9
5
g21 − 3g22 + Tr
(
3YdY
†
d + YlY
†
l
)
, (4)
where gi with i = 1, 2, 3 are the gauge couplings and satisfy the following RGEs
16pi2
dgi
dt
= fig
3
i , (5)
where (f1, f2, f3) = (41/10,−19/6,−7) in the SM or (33/5, 1,−3) in the MSSM. By defining
four Hermitian matrices Hf = MfM
†
f , Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
16pi2
dHu
dt
= 2αuHu +
3b
2
[(
YuY
†
u
)
Hu +Hu
(
YuY
†
u
)]
,
16pi2
dHd
dt
= 2αdHd +
3c
2
[(
YuY
†
u
)
Hd +Hd
(
YuY
†
u
)]
,
16pi2
dHν
dt
= 2ανHν +
3c
2
[(
YlY
†
l
)
Hν +Hν
(
YlY
†
l
)]
,
16pi2
dHl
dt
= 2αlHl +
3b
2
[(
YlY
†
l
)
Hl +Hl
(
YlY
†
l
)]
, (6)
where we have neglected the non-leading Yukawa matrices Yd and Yν .
In order to solve the above equations, we first diagonalize Hu and Hl with two unitary
matrices Ou and Ol as follows
O†uHuOu = Du ≡ Diag
(
m2u,m
2
c,m
2
t
)
, O†lHlOl = Dl ≡ Diag
(
m2e,m
2
µ,m
2
τ
)
. (7)
Then we redefine two effective mass matrices
Dd ≡ O†uHdOu , Dν ≡ O†lHνOl . (8)
Dd and Dν are in general non-diagonal. Since a Hermitian matrix Hu(or Hl) totally has nine
parameters, given three eigenvalues in Du(or Dl), Ou(or Ol) consists of six free parameters
and can be parametrized as Oi = PiUi with i = u, l and
Pi ≡
1 eiφi2
eiφ
i
3
 , Ui ≡
1 0 00 ci23 si23
0 −si23 ci23

 ci13 0 si13e−iδ
i
0 1 0
−si13eiδi 0 ci13

 ci12 si12 0−si12 ci12 0
0 0 1
 . (9)
We consider the running behavior of Hu, firstly. By differentiating Du, one obtain
dDu
dt
= O˙†uOuDu +O
†
uH˙uOu +DuO
†
uO˙u . (10)
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With the help of the definition Tu ≡ O†uO˙u and Eq. (6), Eq. (10) leads us to
dDu
dt
= −TuDu +DuTu +
1
16pi2
[
2αuDu +
3b
2
y2t (E3Du +DuE3)
]
, (11)
where
E3 = Diag (0, 0, 1) . (12)
To get instructive analytical results, we constrain the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation
values to be small enough tan β 6 10 [10], so that the contributions of yu and yc in coefficients
can be safely neglected since yu  yc  yt. The diagonal part of Eq. (11) gives the RGEs
of the eigenvalues
16pi2
dDu
dt
= 2αuDu +
3b
2
y2t (E3Du +DuE3) . (13)
The off-diagonal parts of Eq. (11) can be extracted as
−T iju Dju +DiuT iju = 0 ⇒ T iju = 0 , (14)
here i 6= j and Diu 6= Dju, since the mass spectra of quark are non-degenerate. After
substituting Ou = PuUu into Tu, we obtain
Tu = O
†
uO˙u = U
†
uP
†
u
(
P˙uUu + PuU˙u
)
= U †uU˙u + U
†
uP
†
u P˙uUu . (15)
Then the explicit forms of T iju = 0 (i 6= j) is
0 1 s13cδ 0 −c23s13s23sδ c23s13s23sδ
0 0 −s13sδ cos 2θ12 c12s12s213 A25 A26
c12cδ 0 −s12c13 −c12c13s13sδ −c12c13s13s223sδ −c12c13s13c223sδ
−c12sδ 0 0 −c12c13s13cδ A45 A46
s12cδ 0 c12c13 −s12c13s13sδ −s12c13s13s223sδ −s12c13s13c223sδ
−s12sδ 0 0 −s12c13s13cδ A65 A66


θ˙13
θ˙12
θ˙23
δ˙
φ˙2
φ˙3

= 0 , (16)
with
A25 = c12s12
(
s213s
2
23 − c223
)− 1
2
s13cδ cos 2θ12 sin 2θ23 ,
A26 = c12s12
(
s213c
2
23 − s223
)
+
1
2
s13sδ cos 2θ12 sin 2θ23 ,
A45 = −
1
2
c13
(
s12 sin 2θ23 + 2c12s13s
2
23cδ
)
,
A46 =
1
2
c13
(
s12 sin 2θ23 − 2c12s13c223cδ
)
,
A65 =
1
2
c13
(
c12 sin 2θ23 − 2s12s13s223cδ
)
,
A66 = −
1
2
c13
(
c12 sin 2θ23 + 2s12s13c
2
23cδ
)
.
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Solving Eq. (16) directly, we can obtain
φ˙u2 = φ˙
u
3 = θ˙
u
12 = θ˙
u
13 = θ˙
u
23 = δ˙
u = 0 . (17)
That means the unitary matrix Ou does not evolve with energy scale. But the three masses
get modified at different energy scale according to Eq. (13). If Hu is chosen as diagonal at
initial scale, then Hu keeps diagonal during the RGE running. This scenario is employed in
most literatures.
After integrating Eq. (13) from t0 ≡ ln(Λ/ΛEW) with a high energy scale Λ where
the mass matrices of fermion may have some simple structures, down to t = 0 (i.e., the
electroweak scale ΛEW), we can obtain the eigenvalues of up-type quark matrix at ΛEW,
which are denoted as Du (t)
Du (t) = γ
2
uIuDu (t0) Iu , (18)
where
γu = exp
(
1
16pi2
∫ t
t0
αudt
′
)
, ξt = exp
(
1
16pi2
∫ t
t0
y2t dt
′
)
, Iu = Diag
(
1, 1, ξ
3b/2
t
)
.(19)
The magnitudes of γu and ξt for different energy scale Λ are shown in figure 1, where the
running quark and charged-lepton masses and other SM parameters renormalized to the
energy scale µ = MZ have been input [8, 9].
Transforming Du (t) into Hu (t), we finally obtain
Hu (t) = OuDu (t)O
†
u = γ
2
uOuIuO
†
uHu (t0)OuIuO
†
u , (20)
here we have used the previous result that Ou is independent of scale. Obviously, Hu (t) is
still a Hermitian matrix. The RGE-corrected mass matrix Mu (t) can be extracted from Eq.
(20)
Mu (t) = γuOuIuO
†
uMu (t0) . (21)
Actually, the general solution is Mu (t)V with an arbitrary unitary matrix V which can be
absorbed by rotating the right-handed quark fields. Then we only consider the case of Eq.
(21). If we choose a special basis in which Mu (t0) is Hermitian at the energy scale t0, i.e.
O†uMu (t0)Ou = Mˆu (t0) ≡ Diag (mu,mc,mt), then Mu (t) is also Hermitian
M †u (t) = γuMu (t0)OuIuO
†
u = γuOuMˆu (t0) IuO
†
u = γuOuIuO
†
uMu (t0) = Mu (t) . (22)
Then we proceed to consider the running behavior of Hd. By differentiating Dd, one
obtain
dDd
dt
= O†u
dHd
dt
Ou =
1
16pi2
[
2αdDd +
3c
2
y2t (E3Dd +DdE3)
]
, (23)
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where we have used Eq. (6) and O˙u = 0. After integrating Eq. (23), we can get the evolved
Dd
Dd (t) = γ
2
dIdDd (t0) Id , (24)
where ξt is given by Eq. (19) and
γd = exp
(
1
16pi2
∫ t
t0
αddt
)
, Id = Diag
(
1, 1, ξ
3c/2
t
)
. (25)
The magnitudes of γd for different energy scale Λ are shown in figure 1. The RGE-corrected
matrices Hd (t) and Md (t) are given by
Hd (t) = γ
2
dOuIdO
†
uHd (t0)OuIdO
†
u , (26)
Md (t) = γdOuIdO
†
uMd (t0) . (27)
After a brief check, we can see that Hd (t) is still Hermitian, but Md (t) is not Hermitian any
more.
In the lepton sector, the calculation is similar. Here we list the main result,
• The unitary matrix Ol is independent of energy scale, O˙l = 0.
• The evolved Hl (t) and Hν (t) are given by
Hl (t) = γ
2
l OlIlO
†
lHl (t0)O
†
l IlO
†
l , (28)
Hν (t) = γ
2
νOlIνO
†
lHν (t0)O
†
l IνO
†
l , (29)
with
γl,ν = exp
(
1
16pi2
∫ t
t0
αl,νdt
′
)
, ξτ = exp
(
1
16pi2
∫ t
t0
y2τdt
′
)
,
Il = Diag
(
1, 1, ξ3b/2τ
)
, Iν = Diag
(
1, 1, ξ3c/2τ
)
. (30)
Here the contributions of ye and yµ are neglected because of ye  yµ  yτ . The
magnitudes of γν , γl and ξτ for different energy scale Λ are shown in figure 1.
• The evolved mass matrices Ml (t) and Mν (t) are given by
Ml (t) = γlOlIlO
†
lMl (t0) , (31)
Mν (t) = γνOlIνO
†
lMν (t0) . (32)
• If Ml (t0) and Mν (t0) are chose as Hermitian, then Ml (t) is still Hermitian, but Mν (t)
is not.
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Figure 1: In the case of Dirac neutrino, illustration for the renormalization-group evolutions
of γu, γd and ξt in the quark sector (the top three figures) and γν , γl and ξτ in the lepton
sector (the bottom three figures) for different energy scale Λ, where the running quark and
charged-lepton masses and other SM parameters renormalized to the energy scale µ = MZ
have been input [8, 9].
The elements of mass matrices Mu (t), Md (t), Ml (t) and Mν (t) are
M iju (t) = γu
[
M iju (t0) +
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
) 3∑
k=1
Oi3u O
k3∗
u M
kj
u (t0)
]
,
M ijd (t) = γd
[
M ijd (t0) +
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
) 3∑
k=1
Oi3u O
k3∗
u M
kj
d (t0)
]
,
M ijν (t) = γν
[
M ijν (t0) +
(
ξ3c/2τ − 1
) 3∑
k=1
Oi3l O
k3∗
l M
kj
ν (t0)
]
,
M ijl (t) = γl
[
M ijl (t0) +
(
ξ3b/2τ − 1
) 3∑
k=1
Oi3l O
k3∗
l M
kj
l (t0)
]
. (33)
Eqs. (21), (27), (31) and (32) show that, the overall factors γf (for f = u, d,l, ν) only affect
the magnitudes of the fermion masses, while If and Ou,l can modify the structures of fermion
mass matrices. Furthermore, only Ou,l, or more specifically the third column of Ou,l , may
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effect the texture zeros of fermion mass matrices, since If is a diagonal matrix. If we choose
the basis of Mu and Ml being diagonal (i.e. Ou = Ol = 1) at initial scale t0, Mu and Ml
remain diagonal at any scale, and the possible texture zeros of Md and Mν are essentially
stable against RGE running effect. In general case, whenMu,l (t0) (i.e. Ou,l) have some simple
structures, the possible texture zeros of some fermion mass matrices could be invariant with
scale in a reliable approximation.
2.2 The case of Majorana neutrinos
The fermion mass terms in SM and MSSM are given by
LSM ⊃
v√
2
u¯LYuuR +
v√
2
d¯LYudR +
1
2
ν¯LMνν
c
L +
v√
2
l¯LYllR + h.c. ,
LMSSM ⊃
v sin β√
2
u¯LYuuR +
v cos β√
2
d¯LYudR +
1
2
ν¯LMνν
c
L +
v cos β√
2
l¯LYllR + h.c. . (34)
The one-loop renormalization-group equations for fermion mass matrices are given by [7]
16pi2
dMν
dt
= ανMν + Cν
[(
YlY
†
l
)
Mν +Mν
(
YlY
†
l
)T]
,
16pi2
dMl
dt
=
[
αl +
3b
2
YlY
†
l
]
Ml ,
16pi2
dMu
dt
=
[
αu +
3
2
(
bYuY
†
u + cYdY
†
d
) ]
Mu ,
16pi2
dMd
dt
=
[
αd +
3
2
(
cYuY
†
u + bYdY
†
d
) ]
Md , (35)
where αf = Gf +Rf with f = u, d, ν, l. The quantities Rf are given as follows
Ru = Rν/2 = Tr
(
3YuY
†
u + 3aYdY
†
d + aYlY
†
l
)
,
Rd = Rl = Tr
(
3aYuY
†
u + 3YdY
†
d + YlY
†
l
)
. (36)
In the framework of the SM, we have
a = b = −c = 1 , Cν = −3/2 ,
Gν = −3g22 + λ , Gl = −
9
4
g21 −
9
4
g22 ,
Gu = −
17
20
g21 −
9
4
g22 − 8g22 , Gd = −
1
4
g21 −
9
4
g22 − 8g22 , (37)
and in the framework of the MSSM we have
a = 0 , b = 2 , c = 2/3 , Cν = 1 ,
Gν = −
6
5
g21 − 6g22 , Gl = −
9
5
g21 − 3g22 ,
Gu = −
13
15
g21 − 3g22 −
16
3
g23 , Gd = −
7
15
g21 − 3g22 −
16
3
g22 . (38)
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The RGEs of the three gauge couplings g1, g2 and g3 are Eq. (5), λ is the Higgs self-coupling
paramter of the SM and obeys the RGE
16pi2
dλ
dt
= 6λ2 − 3λ
(
3
5
g21 + 3g
2
2
)
+
3
2
(
3
5
g21 + g
2
2
)2
+ 3g42
+4λTr
[
3
(
YuY
†
u
)
+ 3
(
YdY
†
d
)
+
(
YlY
†
l
)]
−8Tr
[
3
(
YuY
†
u
)2
+ 3
(
YdY
†
d
)2
+
(
YlY
†
l
)2]
. (39)
Neglecting all non-leading Yukawa couplings in the coefficients in Eq. (35) and defining
Hu,d,l = Mu,d,lM
†
u,d,l, Eq. (35) can be rewritten as
16pi2
dMν
dt
= ανMν + Cν
[(
YlY
†
l
)
Mν +Mν
(
YlY
†
l
)T]
,
16pi2
dHl
dt
= 2αlHl +
3b
2
[(
YlY
†
l
)
Hl +Hl
(
YlY
†
l
)]
,
16pi2
dHu
dt
= 2αuHu +
3b
2
[(
YuY
†
u
)
Hu +Hu
(
YuY
†
u
)]
,
16pi2
dHd
dt
= 2αdHd +
3c
2
[(
YuY
†
u
)
Hd +Hd
(
YuY
†
u
)]
. (40)
Similar to the previous calculation, we introduce two unitary matrix Ou and Ol, which are
independent of energy scale, to diagonalize Hu and Hl, respectively. Then the evolved Hl,
Hu and Hd are given by
Hu (t) = γ
2
uOuIuO
†
uHu (t0)O
†
uIuO
†
u ,
Hd (t) = γ
2
dOuIdO
†
uHd (t0)OuIdO
†
u ,
Hl (t) = γ
2
l OlIlO
†
lHl (t0)O
†
l IlO
†
l , (41)
the RGE-corrected mass matrices are
Mu (t) = γuOuIuO
†
uMu (t0) ,
Md (t) = γdOuIdO
†
uMd (t0) ,
Ml (t) = γlOlIlO
†
lMl (t0) ,
Mν (t) = γνOlIνO
†
lMν (t0)O
∗
l IνO
T
l , (42)
where
γu,d,ν,l = exp
(
1
16pi2
∫ t
t0
αu,d,ν,ldt
)
,
ξτ = exp
(
1
16pi2
∫ t
t0
y2τdt
)
, ξt = exp
(
1
16pi2
∫ t
t0
y2t dt
)
,
Iu = Diag
(
1, 1, ξ
3b/2
t
)
, Id = Diag
(
1, 1, ξ
3c/2
t
)
,
Iν = Diag
(
1, 1, ξCντ
)
, Il = Diag
(
1, 1, ξ3b/2τ
)
. (43)
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The magnitudes of u, d, ν, l, ξt and ξτ for different energy scale Λ are shown in figure 2. The
elements of RGE-corrected mass matrices Mu (t), Md (t), Ml (t) and Mν (t) are
M iju (t) = γu
[
M iju (t0) +
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
) 3∑
k=1
Oi3u O
k3∗
u M
kj
u (t0)
]
,
M ijd (t) = γd
[
M ijd (t0) +
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
) 3∑
k=1
Oi3u O
k3∗
u M
kj
d (t0)
]
,
M ijl (t) = γl
[
M ijl (t0) +
(
ξ3b/2τ − 1
) 3∑
k=1
Oi3l O
k3∗
l M
kj
l (t0)
]
,
M ijν (t) = γν
{
M ijν (t0) +
(
ξ3c/2τ − 1
) 3∑
k=1
Ok3∗l
[
Oi3l M
kj
ν (t0) +O
j3
l M
ik
ν (t0)
]}
, (44)
In the last equation, we have ignored the
(
ξ
3c/2
τ − 1
)2
term. As in the case of Dirac neutrinos,
If and Ou,l can modify the structure of fermion mass matrices, and only the third column of
Ou,l may effect the texture zeros of fermion mass matrices.
3 Quark mass matrices with texture zeros
As we know, the fermion mass matrices which come from the Higgs mechanism are arbitrary
in the SM, therefore the number of free parameters is larger than the physical ones. For
example, in the quark sector, there are 36 free parameters in up- and down-type quark mass
matrices and only ten physical parameters corresponding to six quark masses, three mixing
angles and one CP phase. To get a predictable ansatz of fermion mass matrices, one has to
reduce the free parameters. Firstly, without loss of generality, the mass matrices Mu and Md
can be taken to be Hermitian in the SM or its extensions which have no flavor changing right-
handed currents [11], since we can rotate freely the right-handed field which are singlets in
such models. Another way to limit the parameters is introducing a common weak-basis(WB)
transformation to Mu and Md, this transformation has no physical content and can lead Mu
has two texture zeros and Md has one texture zero [12, 13]. Any extra texture zero will
achieve some phenomenological predictions of masses and mixing parameters. A typical
example of this kind is the famous Fritzsch mass matrices [14]. In the lepton sector, Ref.
[15] proposed a ansatz (hereafter FTY model) where neutrino mass are generated via type-I
seesaw mechanism with the charged lepton and the Dirac neutrino mass matrices of Fritzsch
form. The FTY model is still consistent with experiments [16]. In the quark sector, the
original Fritzsch quark mass matrices with six texture zeros are excluded [17]. while a
straightforward extension of the Fritzsch ansatz with four or five zeros are still allowed by
current experimental data [5, 20, 21, 22, 23]. In this sector, we will consider the RGE running
behavior of quark mass matrices with four or five texture zeros and lepton mass matrices in
FTY model.
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Figure 2: In the case of Majorana neutrino, illustration for the renormalization-group evolu-
tions γu, γd and ξt in the quark sector (the top three figures) and γν , γl and ξτ in the lepton
sector (the bottom three figures) for different energy scale Λ, where the running quark and
charged-lepton masses and other SM parameters renormalized to the energy scale µ = MZ
have been input [8, 9].
3.1 Four texture zeros
In Hermitian basis, the quark mass matrices with four texture zeros are given by
Mu (t0) =
 0 Cueiρu 0Cue−iρu B˜u Bueiσu
0 Bue
−iσu Au
 , Md (t0) =
 0 Cdeiρd 0Cde−iρd B˜d Bdeiσd
0 Bde
−iσd Ad
 . (45)
Mu (t0) can be decomposed as
Mu (t0) = PMP
† , with M =
 0 Cu 0Cu B˜u Bu
0 Bu Au
 , (46)
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and P = Diag
{
1, e−iρu , e−i(ρu+σu)
}
. The transformation matrix of Mu (t0) can be approxi-
mated as two successive rotations in (2, 3) and (1, 2) spaces,
Ou = P
 cφ sφ 0−sφ cφ 0
0 0 1

1 0 00 cθ sθ
0 −sθ cθ
 , (47)
where cφ = cosφ, cθ = cos θ, sφ = sinφ, sθ = sin θ, φ ' Cu/(B˜u− B
2
u
Au
) and θ ' Bu/(Au−B˜u).
Because of the strong hierarchy of the up-type quark masses, the two angles φ and θ are
considered as small quantities. Then the lead order contribution of RGE-corrected factors
OuIu,dO
†
u in Eqs. (21) and (27) are given by
OuIuO
†
u '

1 0 0
0 1 θeiσu
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)
0 θe−iσu
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)
ξ
3b/2
t
 , (48)
OuIdO
†
u is obtained by replacing ξ
3b/2
t to ξ
3c/2
t . Interestingly, φ is irrelevant to the RGE
running behavior. With the help of Eqs. (21) and (27), the RGE-corrected mass matrices
are given by
Mu (t) ' γu

0 Cue
iρu 0
Cue
−iρu B˜u +
B2u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)
x1
0 x†1 Auξ
3b/2
t
 , (49)
Md (t) ' γd

0 Cde
iρd 0
Cde
−iρd B˜d +
BuBd
Au
ei(σu−σd)
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
x2
0 x3 x4
 , (50)
with
x1 = Bue
iσu
[
ξ
3b/2
t +
B˜u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)]
,
x2 = Bde
iσd
[
1 +
AdBu
AuBd
ei(σu−σd)
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)]
,
x3 = Bde
−iσd
[
ξ
3c/2
t +
BuB˜d
AuBd
e−i(σu−σd)
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)]
,
x4 = Adξ
3c/2
t +
BuBd
Au
e−i(σu−σd)
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
,
where we have neglected the terms which are proportional to θCu,d. In this approximation,
the four texture zeros of Mu and Md are stable against the RGE effects. Eq. (49) and (50)
are similar to the result of Ref. [5] where a different approximation is adopted. As described
in the previous section, Mu (t) remains Hermitian and Md (t) becomes non-Hermitian. One
can transform Md (t) to be Hermitian by rotating the right-handed down-type quark fields,
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the transformed M ′d (t) has a very complicated form with no texture zero, then we do not
show it. Furthermore, in Eq. (50) only the phase different σu − σd rather than the phases
themselves is relevant to the RGE-corrections and can change the mass matrix Md in a
non-trivial way.
3.2 Five texture zeros
Ramond, Roberts and Ross (RRR) have found that there exist five phenomenologically
allowed patterns of Hermitian quark mass matrices with five texture zeros [22]. The mag-
nitudes of the elements of five RRR-type quark mass matrices are approximately given in
Ref. [20]. Based on these result, we can obtain the approximate form Ou and RGE corrected
quark mass matrices.
• Pattern I
Mu (t0) =
 0 Cueiρu 0Cue−iρu B˜u 0
0 0 Au
 , Md (t0) =
 0 Cdeiρd 0Cde−iρd B˜d Bdeiσd
0 Bde
−iσd Ad
 . (51)
The transformation matrix of Mu (t0) is
Ou =
 cθ sθ 0−sθe−iρu cθe−iρu 0
0 0 1
 , (52)
with θ ' Cu/B˜u. The RGE corrected quark mass matrices are given by
Mu (t) ' γu
 0 Cueiρu 0Cue−iρu B˜u 0
0 0 Auξ
3b/2
t
 , Md (t) ' γd
 0 Cdeiρd 0Cde−iρd B˜d Bdeiσd
0 Bdξ
3c/2
t e
−iσd Adξ
3c/2
t
 . (53)
• Pattern II
Mu (t0) =
 0 Cueiρu 0Cue−iρu 0 Bueiσu
0 Bue
−iσu Au
 , Md (t0) =
 0 Cdeiρd 0Cde−iρd B˜d Bdeiσd
0 Bde
−iσd Ad
 , (54)
The transformation matrix of Mu (t0) is
Ou = P
 cφ sφ 0−sφ cφ 0
0 0 1

1 0 00 cθ sθ
0 −sθ cθ
 , (55)
where P = Diag
{
1, e−iρu , e−i(ρu+σu)
}
, θ ' Bu/Au and φ ' (AuCu)/Bu. The RGE corrected
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quark mass matrices are given by
Mu (t) ' γu

0 Cue
iρu 0
Cue
−iρu B2u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)
Buξ
3b/2
t e
iσu
0 Buξ
3b/2
t e
−iσu Auξ
3b/2
t
 ,
Md (t) ' γd

0 Cde
iρd 0
Cde
−iρd B˜d +
BuBd
Au
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
ei(σu−σd) Bde
iσd +
AdBu
Au
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
eiσu
0 Bdξ
3c/2
t e
−iσd + B˜dBu
Au
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
e−iσu Adξ
3c/2
t
 .
(56)
• Pattern III
Mu (t0) =
 0 0 Fueiηu0 B˜u 0
Fue
−iηu 0 Au
 , Md (t0) =
 0 Cdeiρd 0Cde−iρd B˜d Bdeiσd
0 Bde
−iσd Ad
 , (57)
The transformation matrix of Mu (t0) is
Ou =
 cθ 0 sθ0 e−iηu 0
−sθe−iηu 0 cθe−iηu
 , (58)
with θ ' Fu/Au. The RGE corrected quark mass matrices are given by
Mu (t) ' γu
 0 0 Fuξ
3b/2
t e
iηu
0 B˜u 0
Fuξ
3b/2
t e
−iηu 0 Auξ
3b/2
t
 ,
Md (t) ' γd
 0 Cde
iρd +
BdFu
Au
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
ei(ηu−σd) AdFu
Au
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
eiηu
Cde
−iρd B˜d Bde
iσd
0 Bdξ
3c/2
t e
−iσd Adξ
3c/2
t
 . (59)
• Pattern IV
Mu (t0) =
 0 Cueiρu 0Cue−iρu B˜u Bueiσu
0 Bue
−iσu Au
 , Md (t0) =
 0 Cdeiρd 0Cde−iρd B˜d 0
0 0 Ad
 , (60)
The transformation matrix of Mu (t0) is
Ou = P
 cφ sφ 0−sφ cφ 0
0 0 1

1 0 00 cθ sθ
0 −sθ cθ
 , (61)
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where P = Diag
{
1, e−iρu , e−i(ρu+σu)
}
, θ ' Bu/(Au − B˜u) and φ ' Cu/(B˜u − B
2
u
Au
). The RGE
corrected quark mass matrices are given by
Mu (t) ' γu

0 Cue
iρu 0
Cue
−iρu B˜u +
B2u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)
Bue
iσu
[
ξ
3b/2
t +
B˜u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)]
0 Bue
−iσu
[
ξ
3b/2
t +
B˜u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)]
Auξ
3b/2
t
 ,
Md (t) ' γd

0 Cde
iρd 0
Cde
−iρd B˜d
AdBu
Au
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
eiσu
0
BuB˜d
Au
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
e−iσu Adξ
3b/2
t
 . (62)
• Pattern V
Mu (t0) =
 0 0 Fueiηu0 B˜u Bueiσu
Fue
−iηu Bue
−iσu Au
 , Md (t0) =
 0 Cdeiρd 0Cde−iρd B˜d 0
0 0 Ad
 , (63)
The transformation matrix of Mu (t0) is
Ou = P
 cφ sφ 0−sφ cφ 0
0 0 1

 cα 0 sα0 1 0
−sα 0 cα

1 0 00 cθ sθ
0 −sθ cθ
 , (64)
with P = Diag
{
e−iσu , e−iηu , e−i(ηu+σu)
}
, θ ' Bu/
(
A− B˜u
)
, α ' Fu/Au and φ ' θFu/B˜u.
The RGE corrected quark mass matrices are given by
Mu (t) '

0 0 Fuξ
3b/2
t e
iηu
0 B˜u +
B2u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)
Bue
iσu
[
ξ
3b/2
t +
B˜u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)]
Fuξ
3b/2
t e
−iηu Bue
−iσu
[
ξ
3b/2
t +
B˜u
Au
(
ξ
3b/2
t − 1
)]
Auξ
3b/2
t
 ,
Md (t) '

0 Cde
iρd
AdFu
Au
eiηu
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
Cde
−iρd B˜d
AdBu
Au
eiρu
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
BuCd
Au
e−i(σu+ρd)
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
BuB˜d
Au
e−iσu
(
ξ
3c/2
t − 1
)
Adξ
3c/2
t
 . (65)
In some reliable approximations, Mu and Md of pattern I, Md of pattern II. Mu of pattern
III, IV and V, are stable against the RGE effects.
3.3 FTY model
The charged lepton mass matrix M` and Dirac mass matrix MνD in the FTY model have
the following Fritzsch structures [15]
MνD =
 0 Fνeiρν 0Fνe−iρν 0 Bνeiσν
0 Bνe
−iσν Aν
 , M` =
 0 F`eiρ` 0F`e−iρ` 0 B`eiσ`
0 B`e
−iσ` A`
 . (66)
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For simplicity, the Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrino MR is taken to be propor-
tional to the unit matrix in the basis in which MνD is diagonal. The effective light neutrino
mass matrix is given by the seesaw relation
Mν =
1
MR
MνDM
T
νD . (67)
Similar to the case of four texture zeros, for mνe  mνµ  mντ and me  mµ  mτ , the
transformation matrices Of can be parameterized as
Of = P
 cosφf sinφf 0− sinφf cosφf 0
0 0 1

1 0 00 cos θf sin θf
0 − sin θf cos θf
 , (68)
where f = ` and ν and
Pf = Diag
{
1, e−iρf , e−i(ρf+σf )
}
,
φ` '
A`F`
B2`
'
√
me
mµ
, θ` '
B`
A`
'
√
mµ
mτ
.
φν '
AνFν
B2ν
' 4
√
mνe
mνµ
, θν '
Bν
Aν
' 4
√
mνµ
mντ
. (69)
The RGE-corrected lepton mass matrices are given by
Ml (t) = γlOlIlO
†
lMl (t0) = γl

0 F`e
iρ` 0
F`e
−iρ` B
2
`
A`
(
ξ
3b/2
τ − 1
)
B`ξ
3b/2
τ eiσ`
0 B`ξ
3b/2
τ e−iσ` A`ξ
3b/2
τ
 ,
Mν (t) =
γν
MR
AAT ,
A = OlIνO
†
lMνD (t0)
=

0 Fνe
iρν 0
Fνe
−iρν B`Bν
A`
(
ξ
Cν
τ − 1
)
ei(σ`−σν) Bνe
iσν +
AνB`
A`
(
ξ
Cν
τ − 1
)
eiρ`
0 Bνe
−iσνξCντ Aνξ
Cν
τ +
B`Bν
A`
(
ξ
Cν
τ − 1
)
e−i(σ`−σν)
 . (70)
Obviously, the charged lepton obtain non-zero 22 element. If we neglect the terms which are
proportional to θlFν , both of Mν (t) and Mν (t0) are of the from× 0 ×0 × ×
× × ×
 , (71)
where × denotes non-zero elements.
4 Tribimaximal mixing
In this section we consider the RGE effects of the lepton mass matrix with a tribimaximal
mixing pattern. Based on the nonAbelian discrete symmetry A4, Ref. [24] has present a
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renormalizable gauge models which realize such mixing pattern naturally. In that model,
the light charged leptons and neutrino mass matrices are given by
Ml (t0) = Ol
me mµ
mτ
 , Mν (t0) = m0
 1 0 x−0 1− x2 0
x 0 1
 , (72)
where m0 is real, the complex parameter x can be defined as x = |x|eiψ , and
Ol =
1√
3
1 1 11 ω ω2
1 ω2 ω
 , (73)
with ω = e2ipi/3. Mν can be diagonalized by the transformation Mν = OνDνO
T
ν with
Oν =
1√
2
1 0 −10 √2 0
1 0 1
P , Dν = m0
|1 + x| |1− x2|
|1− x|
 , (74)
where P is a diagonal phase matrix. The PMNS matrix is given by
OPMNS = O
†
lOν = P
′

√
2
3
1√
3
0
− 1√
6
1√
3
− 1√
2
− 1√
6
1√
3
1√
2
P , (75)
where P ′ is the nonphysical phase matrix.
According to Eq. 42, the RGE-corrected lepton mass matrices are given by
Ml (t) = γlOlIlO
†
lMl (t0) = γlOlIl
me 0 00 mµ 0
0 0 mτ
 , (76)
Mν (t) = γνOlIνO
†
lMν (t0)O
∗
l IνO
T
l ' γνMν (t0) +
γν
3
M1 , (77)
where the first order of  is kept,  and M1 are defined as
 = ξCντ − 1 , M1 = m0
 2xω2 + 2 x2(−ω) + xω − 1 2x− 1x2(−ω) + xω − 1 2− 2x2 −x2ω2 + xω2 − 1
2x− 1 −x2ω2 + xω2 − 1 2xω + 2
 . (78)
Since Ol is independent of scale, we only need to diagonalize Mν (t). Firstly, we define the
Hermitian matrix
Hν (t) = Mν (t)M
†
ν (t)
= γ2νMν (t0)M
∗
ν (t0) +
γ2ν
3
[
Mν (t0)M
∗
1 +M1Mν (t0)
]
+
γ2ν
2
9
M1M
∗
1 . (79)
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The eigenvalues are
m21 ' m20
(
1 +
2
3

)(
1 + 2|x|cφ + |x|2
)
,
m22 ' m20
(
1 +
4
3

)(
1− 2|x|2 cos 2φ+ |x|4) ,
m23 ' m20 (1 + 2)
(
1− 2|x|cφ + |x|2
)
. (80)
The normalized eigenvectors are
v1 '
{ 1√
2
+

(
sφ − 2i|x|
)
2cφ
√
6
,

(|x|2 − 2i|x|sφ − 4|x|cφ + 4)
3
√
2|x| (|x| − 2cφ) , 1√2 −  tφ2√6
}
,
v2 '
{ 
6
[
|x|2 − 2i|x|sφ − 4
|x|2 − 2|x|cφ
+
i
√
3(|x|+ 2isφ)
|x|+ 2cφ
− 2
]
,
1,

6
[
|x|2 − 2i|x|sφ − 4
|x|2 − 2|x|cφ
+
√
3(2sφ − i|x|)
|x|+ 2cφ
− 2
]}
,
v3 '
{−1√
2
+
(sφ + 2i|x|)
2cφ
√
6
, − (2sφ + i|x|)√
6(|x|+ 2cφ)
,
1√
2
+
 tφ
2
√
6
}
, (81)
where sφ = sinφ and cφ = cosφ. The transformation matrix is Oν = (v1 , v2 , v3)
T P ′′,
where P ′′ is a diagonal phase matrix which is a part to the Majorana phase matrix in the
final PMNS matrix. To the first order of , the elements of PMNS matrix UPMNS = O
†
lOν
are given by
U11 '
√
2
3
+

3
√
2
[ |x|2 − 4|x|cφ − 2i|x|sφ + 4√
3|x| (|x| − 2cφ)
− i|x|
cφ
]
,
U12 '
1√
3
− 
(|x|2 − 4|x|cφ + 2i|x|sφ + 4)
3
√
3|x| (|x| − 2cφ)
,
U13 '
|x| (|x|+ e−iφ)
3
√
2cφ(|x|+ 2cφ)
,
U21 '
−1√
6
+

[−2√3|x| (4cφ + 5isφ) + i|x|2 (3√3tφ + 4i√3− 6)+ 3 (√3 + i) |x|3 sec(φ) + 8√3]
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√
2|x| (|x| − 2cφ) ,
U22 '
1√
3
− 
[|x|3 − 2|x|2e−iφ + 2|x|e−2iφ − 4cφ]√
3
(|x|3 − 4|x|c2φ) ,
U23 '
−1√
2
+
i
[
6isφ + i|x|
(
tφ + 2
√
3 + 4i
)
+
(√
3i− 1) |x|2 sec(φ)]
6
√
2(|x|+ 2cφ)
,
U31 '
−1√
6
+

[
2i
√
3|x| (sφ + 4icφ) + |x|2
(−3i√3tφ + 8√3− 6i)− 3 (√3− i) |x|3 sec(φ) + 8√3]
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√
2|x| (|x| − 2cφ) ,
U32 '
1√
3
+
2
(−2|x|2e−iφ + 2cφ + |x|3 − |x|e2iφ)
3
√
3
(|x|3 − 4|x|c2φ) ,
U33 '
1√
2
+

[
6isφ + i|x|
(
tφ − 2
√
3 + 4i
)
+
(−1− i√3) |x|2 sec(φ)]
6
√
2
(|x|+ 2cφ) . (82)
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The PMNS matrix return to Eq. (75) up to some diagonal phase matrices when  vanish.
One can obtain the three mixing angles and the CP-violating phase as
s13 '
|x|√2|x|cφ + |x|2 + 1
3
√
2 cφ (2cφ + |x|)
,
t23 ' 1 +
|x| (4cφ + |x|)
3cφ (2cφ + |x|) ,
t12 '
1√
2
−  (−4|x|cφ + |x|
2 + 4)
2
√
2 |x| (|x| − 2cφ)
,
sδ '
√
sφ
|x|2 + 2|x|cφ + 1
{
1− 
(|x|cφ + 1) [√3|x| (|x| − 2cφ)+ 6cφsφ]
6sφcφ
(|x| − 2cφ)
}
. (83)
The 3 σ allowed range of mass squared difference are [25]
∆m221 = (6.79− 8.01)× 10−5eV2 , ∆m231 = (2.431→ 2.622)× 10−3eV2 , (84)
in normal mass ordering (NO) and
∆m221 = (6.79− 8.01)× 10−5eV2 , ∆m232 = (−2.606→ 2.413)× 10−3eV2 , (85)
in inverted mass ordering (IO). By comparing the above data to the eigenvalues in Eq. (80),
we can obtain the constraints of x and φ, as shown in figure 3. The lightest neutrino mass
can be constrained as 0.004 eV ≤ m1 ≤ 0.006 eV in the NO case and 0.02 eV ≤ m3 ≤ 0.10
eV in the IO case. To illustrate the RGE effects of the three mixing angles, we define the
following rescaled deviations
∆13 =
s13

, ∆23 =
t23 − 1

, ∆12 =
t12 − 1/
√
2

. (86)
In figure 4, we present ∆13, ∆23 and ∆12 as functions of the lightest neutrino mass. The
results show that ∆12 in the IO case can reach 247.8, this is because that x approximate
2cφ in the IO case and ∆12 is proportional to
(
x− 2cφ
)−1
as shown in Eq. (83). The other
deviations are of order O(0.1) or O(1). Since the maximal value of  is about −0.004 when
Λ = 1014 GeV in the MSSM, then θ23 and θ12 in this model are stable against radiative
corrections.
5 Summary
We have studied one-loop renormalization-group equations (RGEs) evolution of quark and
lepton mass matrices with general structures simultaneously, where both Dirac and Majorana
neutrinos are considered. Provided that the non-linear terms of RGEs are dominated by the
Yukawa couplings of top quark and τ lepton, the unitary matrices Ou,l that diagonalize
the mass matrices of up-type quarks and charged leptons in Hermitian basis are found as
invariant with energy scale. Based on this result, we can decouple the RGEs and obtain
the RGE corrected masses matrices of fermion. If (for f = u, d,l, ν) and Ou,l can modify the
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Figure 3: The 3 σ allowed range of of x and φ when Λ = 1014 GeV in the MSSM.
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Figure 4: The rescaled deviations of three mixing angles as functions of the lightest neutrino
mass.
structures of fermion mass matrices, while only Ou,l, or more specifically the third column
of Ou,l , may effect the texture zeros of fermion mass matrices. When Mu,l (t0) (i.e. Ou,l)
have some simple structures, the possible texture zeros of some fermion mass matrices could
be invariant with scale in a reliable approximation. Such as the quark mass matrices with
four texture zeros, parts of the RRR pattern with five texture zeros and the neutrino mass
matrix in FTY model. Finally, we consider the RGE running effect of the tribimaximal
mixing pattern, the result show that only θ12 might obtain a significant deviation.
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